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This work is motivated by the need for realistic ultrasonic 
probability of detection (POD) models in nondestructive evaluation (NDE). 
Past POD models have utilized flaw farfield scattering amplitudes along 
with other system parameters to predict the expected signal in postulated 
measurement geometries [1}. However, numerical evaluations of scattering 
amplitudes have generally been restricted to idealized flaw shapes and , 
t o our knowledge , no scheme to calculate scattering amplitudes of 
arbitrary shape has ever been implemented in 3D. Volumetric shapes with 
an axis of symmetry have been examined with T-matrix and MOOT [2,3] but 
the axisymmetric limitation precludes a large portion of all expected 
flaw shapes. Furthermore, a quasi-plane wave assumption is often made. 
This assumption can become inappropriate for critical flaw sizes on the 
order of the beam size . A truly general POD model needs to have these 
assumptions removed. 
The time-harmonic formulat i on of the Boundary Element Method (BEM) 
has some features which make it particularity attractive for solving POD 
type scattering problems. BEM was evaluated for the case of a traction 
free void in a homogeneous, isotropic, ela s t ic full-space. Other problem 
classes are also possible . The capability of this method is demonstrated 
by comparing results for standard benchmark shapes with those of another 
numerical approach and with experimental data. Additionally, it is shown 
how BEM dovetails with electromechanical reciprocity and beam models to 
ca l culate flaw signals directly - even for nonplanar i ncident fields. 
BOUNDARY ELEMENT METHOD 
The heart of BEM is Green's Reciprocal Identity which converts a 
volume (domain) integral to a surface (boundary) integral for an elliptic 
operator, such as the time-harmonic form of elastic wave POE considered 
here. This reduction in dimension is a significant advantage over domain 
type methods like finite difference and finite element. This identity 
along with the Fundamental Solution (free-space Green's function) [4) 
allows the elastic wave scattering problem to be recast as a Boundary 
Integral Equation (BIE) . 
Boundary Inte~ral Equation 
The appropriate BIE for this elastodynamic problem is given in 
reference [4}. The result is in terms of the complex displ acement 
vector, u, and stress t ensor, t, along with their Fundamental Solution 
counterparts, V and T. 
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C varies with the location of p, i.e., if p is inside, outside, or along 
a side, edge, or corner of the domain. The point q is meant as a generic 
point of the boundary S. V and Tare complicated functions of frequency 
and the distance between points p and q . They are singular when p- q and 
oscillate throughout space. Superscripts I and S on u refer to incident 
and scattered fields, respectively. No superscript implies the total 
field. For a void, tis zero so the first term drops out. 
Discretization 
The BIE is converted to algebraic equations by discretizing the 
surface into curvilinear quadratic and triangular sections or elements. 
Any shape can be fabricated. The actual surface geometry is then 
interpolated by quadratic polynomials over each element in terms of nodal 
values. Each field variable is also represented by a quadratic 
interpolation of nodal quantities. The integrals are performed by Gauss 
quadrature. The number of Gauss points used varies according to the 
severity of Fundamental Solution fluctuation. Specifics of this 
procedure are given in reference [5]. 
System of Equations 
The BIE is written for each node point p. This results in a set of 
simultaneous linear algebraic equations. The equation set has the form 
of a matrix whose coefficients depend on void geometry, frequency, and 
host material properties, and a right hand side vector which is merely 
the components of the incident field at each node location. The matrix 
is fully populated due to global influence of the Fundamental Solution. 
The separation of flaw parameters and incident field parameters 
leads to the second major advantage of BEM for POD modeling. The matrix 
can be formed and decomposed once and then stored. The cases required 
for POD statistics can be done as repeated right hand sides. (All cases 
of flaw orientation and position as well as inspection system parameter 
cases are equivalent to changing the incident field.) This reduces the 
number of algebraic operations per case from of the order of nodes cubed 
to of the order of nodes squared. Since realistic models have more than 
100 nodes, this cuts the computation by at least two orders of magnitude 
per case. 
INCIDENT FIELDS 
When flaws are small relative to the ultrasonic transducer diameter, 
the quasi-plane wave assumption remains valid and the specification of 
the incident field at the nodes is a straightforward process. For large 
flaws, a more sophisticated approach such as a Gauss-Hermite Beam Model [6] may be needed. This model is also time-harmonic and calculates the 
field at any desired location (the nodes). The BEM program does not 
require any special provisions to work for nonplanar fields. 
SCATTERING AMPLITUDE RESULTS 
It is easy to compute a farfield scattering amplitude from the 
surface displacement solution. Select a point Po sufficiently far 
removed from the flaw and in the direction of the desired scattering 
amplitude . Calculate the displacement field at that interior point with 
the following interior representation integral for voids: 
(2) 
Scattering amplitudes are then merely a simple dot product times a phase 
term. For the case of P-wave illumination on an object with a symmetry 
plane, there are two amplitudes - scattered displacement in the direction 
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of propagation (P-P) and mode converted transverse components (P-S). 
(3) 
-s - ,- ,- - -jkiPol Ap-s=u (Po)·( Po 1-po)e (4) 
Similar equations can be written for S-wave incident fields. 
Sphere 
The BEM solution to elastic wave scattering from a spherical void 
was previously reported [4]. However, the spherical case was studied 
again in order to investigate farfield scattering amplitude predictions 
rather than surface displacements. Figure 1 emphasizes two points -
bistatic scattering amplitudes can be calculated for any scattered angle 
and second, that the accuracy of those amplitude predictions depends on 
the discretization used . 
Oblate Spheroids 
As a first step in the solution for irregular shapes, oblate 
spheroids with axis ratios of 1 :2 :2, 1:4:4, and 1:10:10 were simulated. 
The results were compared with the MOOT backscatter solution [3] . Sample 
comparisons for a variety of frequencies and polar angles are given in 
Figures 2 through 4. In general, results are good for Ka's up to 5.0 
with the 40 element model. A crude 12 element model, good for low Ka's, 
is also shown . 
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Figures 5 and 6 give results for an axisymmetric shape which is 
known as "Mickey Mouse" to the NDE community. This shape is formed by 
the intersection of 2 spheres. The 44 element discretization is 
comparable to the 40 element model used for the sphere and spheroids . 
The "back" is defined as the end opposite the small sphere or "nose" . 
"Side" incidence refers to any direction perpendicular to the symmetry 
axis. 
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Again the comparison is with MOOT. Results for this discretization 
are not as accurate as for the similar mesh for spheroids. Note that the 
asymmetry in the side view results in a mode converted S-wave. This 
perturbation on a sphere idea is taken further in a shape with a longer 
"nose" called Pinocchio. A comparable discretization level resulted in 
even poorer results. Apparently the nose/sphere interaction creates 
displacement gradients which are difficult for this mesh to resolve. 
Finding these limitations provided valuable information for the mesh 
design of the first non-axisymmetric shape. 
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Precise experimental data for 3D voids (i.e. those lacking an axis 
of symmetry) are quite rare. An elongated, flattened (50:12:5) ellipsoid 
was selected because some backscatter data for a similar shape was 
available in reference (7). The measured quantity was the peak 
backscattered signal power for an entire broadband pulse centered at 2.25 
MHz. Although it is possible to synthesize time-domain signals from 
multiple time-harmonic BEM scattering calculations [8], an exact 
comparison requires knowing the test transducer's spectral 
characteristics (which are not presently available). A simpler approach 
was used . Figure 7 compares the experimental data with the power 
predicted due to scatte ring at the center frequency alone. 
This simple approach requires some interpretation. Since this 
ellipsoid is quite flat, it can be idealized as a crack . It is thus 
reasonable to assume that signals diffracted from "flash points" at the 
edges will make significant contributions to the observed signal. At a 
given single frequency there are certain orientations of a crack that 
produce destructive interference of the signals diffracted by the near 
and far edges. For the parameters of this experiment, these polar angles 
turn out to be 16, 34, and 58 degrees. Between these idealized nulls, 
there are maximums due to constructive interference. (This structure is 
reduced in the pulsed experimental data because the signals diffracted 
from the two edges tend to become separated in time and hence to not 
interfere.) The BEM results mimic this simple model's predictions and 
also capture the experimental trends near 0 and 90 degrees. 
ELECTROMECHANICAL RECIPROCITY 
Auld's electromechanical reciprocity relationship for flaws in 
elastic media [9] is a powerful tool for the prediction of signal 
changes, 6f,, due to the presence of the flaw. It is a function of 
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particle velocity i'i. and stress t for state "a" - transmitting transducer 
with flaw present - and for state "b" - receiving transducer acting as a 
transmitter with the flaw absent. 
l f - . - . or =- [u · t - u · t J · nds F 4 p S a b b a (5) 
The integral can be done over any closed surface S that contains the 
flaw. Herein lies the third major advantage of BEM for scattering 
problems. S is taken to be the flaw surface itself where BEM 
automatically provides the displacement (hence velocity) field. For 
problems such as stress analysis, proponents of domain type methods argue 
that computational savings due to reduction in dimension with REM are 
lost by the need to calculate interior fields via repeated use of the 
interior representation integral. But, for scattering, BEM inherently 
provides all the information needed by reciprocity. For a void, there is 
the additional simplification that ia is zero. ib is calculated by 
differentiating the displacement field provided by the beam model. 
Preliminary results have been obtained but are not reported due to space 
limitations. 
CONCLUSION 
BEM satisfies the needs of a general purpose POD modeling technique 
for irregular 3D flaws with nonplanar incident fields. It also has some 
specific advantages, namely: reduction in dimension, multiple incident 
fields without reformulating, and efficient coupling to established 
Gauss-Hermite Beam Models and to reciprocity relations. This study 
served to verify the methodology for irregular voids. As with all 
numerical approaches, accuracy was found to be a function of 
discretization level. More importantly, a feel for the degree of mesh 
refinement necessary at a given frequency was gained. Finally, 
scattering amplitudes for a truly 3D ellipsoid were successfully compared 
with experimental and simple analytical observations. 
Future work will include further verification of irregular 
axisymmetric voids, extensions to higher frequency, experimental 
comparisons to absolute scattering amplitudes for 3D shapes, generation 
of nonplanar field flaw signals, and eventually, the inclusion problem. 
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